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WilmerHale earned a place among the top ten law firms in PLC's Life Sciences Industry Super

League. The firm is noted as boasting “a strong transatlantic life sciences practice with substantial

offerings from offices in Frankfurt, Germany and both Boston and New York in the US.”

The Super League encompasses the best law firms, according to PLC's research, who have the

highest number of recommendations for their life sciences practice and lawyers in the industry, and

which are spread over at least two continents.

In addition to being named to the Super League, and as determined by the results of law firm and

lawyer recommendations, WilmerHale is recognized in the PLC Life Sciences Handbook

2011/2012 as a leading law firm in the US for life sciences in corporate; commercial; and patent

litigation; is highly recommended for patent counseling; and is recommended for

competition/antitrust and government enforcement and investigations.

In Germany, the firm is recommended for life sciences in competition/antitrust; corporate; pricing

and reimbursement; and regulatory, and is recommended in England for life sciences: corporate.

PLC also acknowledges nine individual WilmerHale lawyers for leading the firm in its life sciences

work: Steven D. Barrett, Karen F. Green, Hans-Georg Kamann, Rüdiger Herrmann, William J.

Kolasky, William F. Lee, David E. Redlick, Alfred C. Server and Steven D. Singer.

Click here to view the latest PLC Life Sciences rankings.
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